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Court(yard) of Linlithgow Palace, engraved by William Miller after W. Brown, published in ‘Select Views Of
The Royal Palaces Of Scotland’, From Drawings by William Brown, Glasgow; With Illustrative Descriptions
Of Their Local Situation, Present Appearance, and Antiquities. John Jamieson. Cadell & Co & Simpkin
Marshall, Edinburgh & London, 1830. View from the Principal (original) East entrance. The south entrance
(left) has now become the main entrance. It does not show the horizontal ladder window.
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ABOVE: The Outer Gateway or Fore Entrance. When James V moved the Palace entrance to the south range
in 1535 he added this archway, 30m to the south embellishing it with heraldic motifs to declare his
importance and his international allegiances. The panels are 1845 replacements of the originals.
BELOW: The south entrance porch. Added at the same time as the Outer Gateway (above). Contemporaneously
the west end of the south range was built forward to align it with the east side making the façade more symmetrical.
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Linlithgow Palace. Hollow-chamfered ribbed segmental vaulting in the Outer Gate with three pendant bosses
carved with, respectively, a unicorn (nearest), a lion and a winged stag, c. 1535. See also discussion of the
symbolism of these emblems on the page covering the courtyard fountain.
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Linlithgow Palace. Quadripartite surface vaulting with transverse and ridge ribs in the interior of the south
porch. Boss sculpture indeterminate. c. 1535.
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Linlithgow Palace. The south facade, since the 1530s the regular entrance. The five tall cusped lancets belong
to the chapel of c. 1490. The closely set lancets are not unique in Scottish Late Gothic architecture. cf Melrose
Abbey, north transept and Aberdeen cathedral west front. Left- the south-west tower of James III (1460s).
Linlithgow Palace is one of the most important buildings to survive from late-medieval and early- Renaissance Scotland. Following a devastating fire in 1424
James 1 ordered the building of a new courtyard palace
on a most ambitious scale. Subsequent kings each left
their mark on the palace and it took almost 200 years
to achieve its final form. As a comfortable residence
and an impressive setting for courtly display it played
a key role in the functions and presentation of royalty.
By 1600 the palace was in decline and the north range
collapsed in 1607, prompting its reconstruction as a
fine domestic suite on the orders of James VI. Another
fire struck in 1746 during the last Jacobite Rising and
it has lain unrestored, as a visitor attraction, ever since.
However, whilst this majestic royal palace still bears
witness to the grand ambitions of the Stewart monarchs, Historic Scotland, its custodian, has ambitious
plans for its future. They recently revealed that they are
considering re-roofing Linlithgow Palace. The success

of global fashion house Chanel’s Métiers d’Arts fashion show at the palace in December, 2012, during
which a temporary glass roof was installed on part of
the 600-year-old building, has persuaded HS that the
atmospheric palace could host other big events if the
elements could be kept out. Both Edinburgh and
Stirling castles have become sought-after venues for
corporate and other entertaining after expensive refurbishments in recent years. According to Emma Cowing of the Scotsman (13/03/2013) “Robert Eckhart,
Historic Scotland’s business support manager, said a
working group chaired by culture minister Fiona Hyslop has already been set up to consider ‘opportunities
and develop a strategy which will unlock the potential
of both the town and the palace’. Options being considered include “re-roofing the palace”. An HS spokesperson added: “The Métiers d’Arts showcased
Linlithgow Palace and the town to a global audience.
Following on from this hugely successful event we,
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Linlithgow Palace. Ground floor (top) and first floor. From MacGibbon & Ross. The four corner stair turrets
were added by James IV c. 1500. The north range was rebuilt in the 1620s with its octagonal stair turret.
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Inner Court of Linlithgow Palace. From: ‘Caledonia Illustrated in a Series of Views taken expressly for the
Work by W. H. Bartlett, T. Allom and others. 1835. The descriptive text by William Beattie M.D. Publishers
George Virtue, London and New York. Depicting the fire of 1746, following its sacking by Hanoverian troops.
along with a range of organizations, have begun to
assess the wider long-term strategy for Linlithgow and
the palace. This will involve exploring numerous options, their viability and the possible economic, social
and cultural benefits they could create.”
“The agency last looked at the issue in 1996 when it
commissioned a study to examine putting a roof on the
palace, but the plan was rejected over concerns that
re-roofing could damage the original structure and the
potential loss of cultural significance. However, the
potential income as an events venue could outweigh
cultural concerns over restoring a romantic ruin. Neil
Baxter, secretary of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland (RIAS), welcomed the move. “There
is no question that Scotland has a good number of
romantic ruins that would more than satisfy any poet,”
he said. “The fact is that for buildings to be truly useful
and economically sustainable they should be kept in
use. “Clearly the original usage of Linlithgow Palace is
no longer relevant. However, its more recent usage for
events and the potential of a future where it can play a
viable part in the local community and in drawing in
tourists from much further afield would be very positive. Historic Scotland has a duty to ensure that the very
best of Scotland’s heritage is retained and preserved
and survives to tell its story, and Scotland’s story, for

future generations. However, undertaking work which
respects the original fabric yet increases the viability
and usability of any building has to be a good thing.”
“Architect Ben Tindall, of Benjamin Tindall Architects, which has worked on conservation projects
across Scotland including Ayrshire’s Culzean Castle,
Melgund Castle in Angus and the Palace of Holyroodhouse, said: “If the matter is done with greater sensitivity than has been realised in [other] recent projects, and
with great scholarship, then the unfortunate fire which
destroyed this wonderful palace might indeed be put
right. There is a danger, however, that a lot of architects
might see this as an opportunity to impose some fashionable solution, which would be regretted.” The
Chanel Métiers d’Arts show at the palace brought a
host of fashionistas to the West Lothian town. During
a four-hour show Karl Lagerfeld, the eccentric designer
at the head of the fashion house, showcased a Scottishinspired collection and said he had chosen the location
for “the rough romance of this beautiful place”. A
temporary glass cube created a roof to keep out the
elements during the show. Stella Tennant and Cara
Delevingne were among the supermodels who hit the
protected catwalk”.
[Cara Delevingne is a fashion model, actress and the granddaughter of former English Heritage chairman Sir Jocelyn
Stevens - ed.].
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General view of Linlithgow Palace (from the west). Engraving by Captain John Slezer, from Slezer’s
Theatrum Scotiae. Entitled ‘The Prospect of their Majesties’ Palace of Linlithgow - This plate is most humbly
inscribed to the Honorable Sir James Cunynghame of Milncraig Bar’. Dated 1693. The Outer Entrance
(between the two churches) is depicted with a tall gabled roof.
Linlithgow Palace and the Italian connection
Extract on Linlithgow’s continental connections
from Geoffrey Stell’s paper: ‘Scotland and Europe
1400-1700: Some Architectural Links’, in ROSC,
Review of Scottish Culture, No. 20, 2008. pp. 2-14:
‘Recent research has shed more light on the international context of Scottish royal works in the later
Middle Ages. For example, the later fifteenth- and
early sixteenth-century contributions made by the
Scots kings James III and James IV to the development of the layout of Linlithgow Palace, ultimately
finished by James V, appear to reflect the highly
regulated, monumental symmetry of near contemporary Italian seigneurial palaces in a manner that
may have been scarcely paralleled elsewhere in
north-western Europe at that period1. This may
have been the direct result of the travels of Anselme
Adornes, a Bruges merchant of Genoese origin who
had admiringly described such structures, then in
the latest architectural fashion, in an account presented to King James III in the early 1470s. He
termed the Castello Visconteo at Pavia, for in1

Campbell, I, ‘Linlithgow’s Princely Palace and its
Influence in Europe’, Architectural Heritage, 5,
(1994), pp. 1-20. See also Dunbar, J. G., Scottish
Royal Palaces, East Linton, 1999, pp. 11-22.
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stance, as being a ‘very beautiful and large …[castle], square, with a great tower at each side and a
park behind’.2 Significantly, when Adornes settled
in Scotland shortly afterwards, James appointed him
keeper of Linlithgow. Later, in the early sixteenth
century at a time when his father was adding the
finishing touches to Linlithgow, James IV’s son,
Alexander, is also known to have travelled in Italy’.
[Other historical accounts appear to show that
Adornes was almost overwhelmed with favours by
King James III. At the end of 1468 he was made a
Knight of the Order of the Unicorn, he was appointed royal counselor and was given lands in Cortachy.
On June 14, 1472 he was appointed curator of the
Scottish privileges in the realm of the Duke of
Burgundy. He also received income from confiscated property in Forfar, Perthshire. See also ‘A. A.
MacDonald, The Chapel of Restalrig - Royal Folly
or Venerable Shrine’ in, A Place in the Wild Essays on Vernacular Culture and Humanism in
Late-Medieval and Renaissance Scotland, (eds.) L.
A. J. R. Houwen, A. A. MacDonald, S. L. Mapstone,
2000].
2

Campbell, 1994, 6, citing Heers, J. and de Groer,
G., (eds.), Itineraires d’Anselme Adorno en Terre
Sainte, (1470-1471), Paris, 1978.
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ABOVE: Linlithgow Palace, east façade with original principal entrance. BELOW:‘Palace at Linlithgow’
etched and engraved by W. Byrne after a drawing by Thomas Hearne, published in Antiquities of Great
Britain. 1807 (plate dated 1782). Copper engraved antique print. Size 27.5 x 22 cms to plate mark.
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ABOVE: Linlithgow Palace, east courtyard range and fountain with original ceremonial entrance beyond
and Great Hall above. BELOW: West courtyard range with King’s Hall beyond the fountain and the ladder
window (right) inserted by James V to bring more light into the presence chamber.
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Linlithgow Palace. The north range. Rebuilt by 1620, by James VI, following the collapse of the earlier north
range in 1607. In 1746 a fire started here and eventually consumed the whole palace in flames. The block
included 14 two-roomed suites of accommodation, and has 39 fireplaces.
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ABOVE: Auckland Castle. S & N Buck, 1728. View from the south-east, 1728.
BELOW: St Peter’s Chapel. Originally built in the 12th century as a great Banqueting Hall by Hugh de Puiset. In 1660
Bishop Cosin set about converting the Hall into a chapel, completed by 1665. The present guidebook ‘Auckland
Castle’, illustrates a reconstruction of the hall prior to the 1660s alterations.

Linlithgow Palace. The Great Hall (James I, 1430s) in the east range, first floor. Looking north toward the
service end. Inset: The Grand (triple) Fireplace installed by James IV (c. 1500) at the south (high) end of
the Great Hall. In 1906 the Renaissance fireplace was restored.
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Linlithgow Palace. The original east entrance, below the great hall, in 1430. Reproduced courtesy
and © of Historic Scotland.
The building works and ambition of James I
Following the disastrous fire of 1424 the resultant
rebuild marked a big step change in Scottish architectural ambition. James I took the opportunity to
build in its place a state-of-the-art palace for the
royal Stewarts. Its was a naked attempt to propagate
the cult of kingship and the divine right of the
Stewarts for all eternity. He built the magnificent
east range and the eastern part of the south range initially royal apartments that were later converted
into the Royal chapel. The east range consisted of
the centrally placed ceremonial entrance with the
Great Hall above - one of the finest medieval setpiece interiors in Scotland. The hall was flanked at
the northern end by the kitchens and service areas.
The new palace was begun in 1425. By 1429, sufficient progress had been made to enable James to
entertain the Archbishop of Reims upon his arrival
from France. By this time the word ‘palace’ had
replaced both ‘castle’ and ‘peel’. By the time of
James I death in 1437 £7,000 had been spent on the
works. A huge sum representing one tenth of the
king’s total income. Whilst work came to an abrupt
halt with his death the overall courtyard plan contiinued to be developed under James III and James IV.

Linlithgow Palace. The original east entrance
showing the gaff slots for the bascule bridge.
Like David II before him, who diverted into ‘David's Tower' at Edinburgh Castle ransom money
that should rightly have gone to Edward III, James
I played the same trick with his nobles following
his release in 1424, possibly on an even greater
scale. The agreed ransom figure was 40,000 livres.
This extravagant investment in stone and mortar is
elaborated by Michael Brown, (James I, Edinburgh,
1994), who shows how the Linlithgow rebuilding
was at the heart of an exceptional spending programme based largely on ransom taxation imposed
upon the Scottish nobility and diverted from the
court of Henry VI to royal display at Linlithgow. The
most recent excellent guidebook clearly sets out
(pp. 6-7) the stages of development under each king
and how the quadrangular courtyard was finally
completed (following Dunbar). Essential phased
plans illustrate the gradual development. The east
entrance, under the great hall, was protected by a
drawbridge and a portcullis, the workings for which
were at first floor - great hall - level and the plans
suggest that the mechanisms were concealed within
small narrow chambers or galleries contrived within the wall thicknesses, which, on the east side, is
considerable. The planning and circulation, as it
developed, is echoed by the Stewart’s other palaces.
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ABOVE: Queen Margaret’s Bower. The umbrella vault at the top of the north-west spiral stair leading to the
roof-top chamber traditonally associated with Margaret, the English wife of James IV. The stair winders in the
turret are the most prestigious with smoothed off undersides to the steps. The NW turret is below, left.
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Linlithgow Palace. View from the ‘peel’, the north-west section of the Royal park sloping down to the loch. The
north-west corner tower (centre) contain the private King’s Lodgings, with its vaulted wine cellar in the basement.
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